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A guide to buying,
brewing, & enjoying.
The Unoﬃcial
Aeropress Coﬀee
Maker Recipe Book
Quarry Books
Make Coﬀee and
Espresso at home!
Make sure you're not
getting ripped oﬀ at
your local coﬀee shop!
Revised and Expanded
Second Edition for
2016 50% Additional
Content This 'coﬀee for
beginners' book will
take you from zombie
to full on coﬀee geek
by teaching you
everything from the
basics of coﬀee
brewing to coﬀee

roasting at home. I've
always loved coﬀee
and wanted to know
more about it, but I
hated all the pretense
and mystique that
surrounded it. Most of
all, I hated walking into
a coﬀee shop and
feeling like I had to
learn a new language
just to order my black
coﬀee. Still... Coﬀee is
more than just a
caﬀeine delivery
system! This book sets
the record straight and
separates fact from
ﬁction. Description
from 1st Edition I, too,
was a coﬀee zombie,
walking around calling
myself a coﬀee lover.
For years I stumbled
around in a daze
drinking stale, bitter
coﬀee and grumbling
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"beans... beans...."
Thank Goodness I
ﬁnally woke up to the
world of coﬀee. By
Immersing myself in
the coﬀee world via
reading every book I
could ﬁnd, visiting
trade fairs, every highend cafe I could ﬁnd,
and barista
competitions, I realized
that, while there is a
huge amount of
information out there
free on the Internet
and in artisan coﬀee
shops, there was no
single resource that
connects all the dots
and spells it all out for
confused novice coﬀee
drinkers. Until now.
Fact: Making a great
cup of coﬀee requires
focus and
commitment. This
means that to make a
billion dollar for-proﬁt
coﬀee franchise, you
MUST ﬁnd ways to cut
corners and short
4

change your
customers. Fact: There
are some GREAT coﬀee
shops out there that
care about coﬀee and
customers and are
worth every penny
they charge, but they
can be hard to identify,
making it easy to just
settle for familiar chain
coﬀee. Fact: Making
very good coﬀee is
NOT THAT HARD. With
a minimal investment
in time and education
you can make the best
cup of coﬀee you've
ever had in your life in
the comfort of your
own home. This book
shows exactly why
billion dollar for-proﬁt
coﬀee chains are
inherently unable to
produce coﬀee of the
quality you can make
in the kitchen. The
Coﬀeeist Manifesto is
half self-defense
manual and half how-to
instructional. By the
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end of it, any coﬀee
beginner will have a
foundational
understanding of the
coﬀee industry and
know how to identify
the good coﬀee shops
from the bad ones. But
most importantly,
you'll know how to
beat them at their own
game by making coﬀee
at home that blows the
cafes out of the water.
Table of Contents: Part
I -Coﬀee Theory
Coﬀeeists of the World,
Unite! History The
Politics of Coﬀee
Barista's Dilemma
Coﬀee Myths (caﬀeine
facts, health, etc) Four
Keys to Killer Coﬀee
Coﬀee Roasting at
Home Part II - Coﬀee
Brewing Methods Zen
and the Art of Brewing
Coﬀee Instant Coﬀee
Cowboy Coﬀee Cold
Brew Percolator Pot
Coﬀee Pot Press
Pot/French Press
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Aeropress Pour Over/
Mr. Clever Vacuum Pot
Regional Variations
Trendy coﬀee brew
methods Part III Espresso A word about
Espresso Moka Pot
("stovetop espresso")
Grinders ROK Espresso
Machine Rancilio Silvia
Espresso Variations
Part IV - The Truth
About Coﬀee Shops
Coﬀee Shop
Appreciation Coﬀee
Tourism The Rules
Decoding the Menu
Other Coﬀee Drinks
Coﬀee Recipes -Green
tea extract -Butter
Coﬀee / Paleo Coﬀee /
"Bulletproof coﬀee" "Umpkinpay Picesay"
latte From Coﬀeeist to
Aﬁcionado In summary,
there's no shame in not
being an expert on
coﬀee. For dummies
like us, I teach you
what you need to know
to go out and explore
the world of coﬀee for
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yourself.
The Well-Seasoned
Wok Flatiron Books
Pitch a tent and unroll
your sleeping bag in
some of the most
secluded campsites on
Earth. With tales from
the trail, arresting
images, and helpful
instruction, this wild
guide reveals what
calls people to camp:
under all the gear, it’s
as much about living
oﬀ the grid as it is
about the thrill of
staying alive. Whether
you love car camping
with kids, rock climbing
with friends, or
roughing it solo in a
lean-to, you’ll ﬁnd
there’s always
somewhere new to
explore—even if it's
just in your backyard.
Inside you'll ﬁnd: •
Interviews with expert
campers, adventurers,
basecampers, and
alpinists • Hundreds of
6

captivating
photographs of sites
and set-ups around the
world • How-tos that
cover choosing a tent,
building a ﬁre, making
coﬀee, and more
Praise for Camp “Far
more than just a
practical guide to
camping, this coﬀee
table tome serves as
an homage to the
outdoor activity.
Dozens of explorers . . .
share their favorite
journeys, camping
spots, tips, and
essentials.”—Furtherm
ore from Equinox
The Coﬀeeist Manifesto
Voyageur Press
If you want to know
how to brew the
ultimate cup of coﬀee
in the comfort of your
own home (and save
some money too!),
then you want to read
this book. You see,
making great coﬀee
boils down to doing a
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number of little things
right, such as selecting
the right beans and
roasts, and creating
the right blends; using
the right coﬀee
machine and grinder;
using the right amount
of grounds; brewing at
correct temperatures
and for the right
amount of time; and
more. If all that sounds
complicated to you,
don't worry--this book
breaks it all down and
teaches you, step by
step, everything you
need to know to brew
heavenly cups of
coﬀee that are the
hallmark of true coﬀee
maestros. In this book,
you'll learn things
like... How to pick the
right coﬀee machine
and get the most bang
for your buck,
regardless of your
budget. (Please don't
buy a drip brewer
before reading this
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chapter!) Everything
you need to know
about coﬀee beans to
master the art of
creating incredible
blends that create rich,
complex coﬀee. You'll
be blown away by how
much better your
coﬀee will be when you
use this information.
Why you should
seriously consider
getting a coﬀee
grinder, and which
types are the best for
making coﬀee. The
step-by-step, no-fail
method of brewing
sweet, decadent coﬀee
every time. Say
goodbye to coﬀee
that's too weak or
strong or bitter, and
say hello sweet,
aromatic indulgences.
30 delicious coﬀee
recipes including
classics that are to die
for, espresso drinks
that every coﬀee lover
should try, holiday
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drinks that will make
you cheer, and dessert
drinks that are like
heaven in a cup. And
more... Brewingmouthwatering coﬀeeand
making your favorite
coﬀee drinks are a
breeze after reading
this book! Scroll up and
click the "Buy" button
now to learn how to
make coﬀee so good
that your friends and
family will rave.
Coﬀee AuthorHouse
Buying a coﬀee maker
is a painful process,
and believe me, not an
easy one, especially if
you don't know what
you need. There are
lots of types of coﬀee
makers and grinders,
and they have lots of
speciﬁcations. Some
speciﬁcations are
similar but named
diﬀerently due to the
patent of the
technology used. I've
helped thousands of
8

people to guide them
to ﬁnd the right coﬀee
maker and grinder that
ﬁts their needs. Most of
the annoying issues
appear while using.
Because you never
thought these
scenarios would
happen before buying
your coﬀee maker. Let
me give you an
example. Most people
don't care about the
water tank
removability option on
espresso or ﬁlter coﬀee
machines. If you plan
to put your coﬀee
maker on a kitchen
countertop and there is
a kitchen cabinet on
top of it unremovable
tank might be a
problem for you. You
need to pull the coﬀee
maker every time to
pour water into it. This
is called experience,
and I am sharing lots of
real-life experiences
with you in this book.
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Starting with Moka Pot,
PourOver, French
Press, Chemex, v60,
and continue with
manual, semiautomatic, and fully
automatic espresso
makers, ﬁlter coﬀee
machines, grinders,
and Turkish Coﬀee. I
believe you will learn
lots of things when you
ﬁnished the book.
My AeroPress Coﬀee
and Espresso Maker
Recipe Book Clarkson
Potter
Coﬀee has never been
better--or cooler! Ever
wonder what goes into
making the perfect cup
of coﬀee? There's more
to it than you think,
and a new breed of
coﬀee nerds has
transformed the cheap,
gritty sludge your
parents drink into the
coolest food trend
around, with an
obsessive commitment
to sourcing, roasting,
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and preparation that
has taken the drink to
delicious new heights.
Coﬀee Nerd details the
history behind the
beans and helps you
navigate the exciting
and sometimes
intimidating new wave
of coﬀee. From ﬁnding
obscure Japanese
brewing equipment to
recipes and techniques
for brewing amazing
coﬀee at home, you'll
increase your geek
cred--and discover a
whole new world of
coﬀee possibilities.
Whether you are
looking to reﬁne your
French-press recipe or
just can't survive a
morning without a
handcrafted latte, this
book is sure to
stimulate you as you
pore over the art of
preparing an incredibly
smooth cup of coﬀee.
Caﬀeinated Penguin
An illustrated guide to
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the essential rules for
enjoying coﬀee both at
home and in cafes,
including tips on
storing and serving
coﬀee, coﬀee growing,
roasting and brewing,
plus facts, lore, and
popular culture from
around the globe. This
introduction to all
things coﬀee written
by the founders and
editors of Sprudge, the
premier website for
coﬀee content,
features a series of
digestible rules
accompanied by
whimsical illustrations.
Divided into three
sections (At Home, At
the Cafe, and Around
the World), The New
Rules of Coﬀee covers
the basics of brewing
and storage, cafe
etiquette and tips for
enjoying your visit, as
well as essential
information about
coﬀee production
10

(What is washed
coﬀee?), coﬀee myths
(Darker is not
stronger!), and
broadcasts from a new
international coﬀee
culture.
The New Rules of
Coﬀee Phaidon Press
Get outside, cook, and
make the outdoors
your kitchen! In The
Ultimate Outdoor
Cookbook, you will
learn how to cook
every meal of the day
outside, from breakfast
to dessert with drinks
in between, using live
ﬁre, grills, foil packs,
cast iron pans, dutch
ovens, planchas, and
some with a smoker.
Whether you are
cooking in your
backyard, at a local
park, or camping deep
in the woods, there is a
recipe and technique
for you. Enjoy over 100
delicious and easy-toprepare recipes for all
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tastes and diets
curated from author
Linda Ly's best-selling
The New Camp
Cookbook and its
successful follow-up,
The Backyard Fire
Cookbook, including:
Blueberry Skillet
Scones with Lemon
Glaze PeppercornCrusted Caveman
Steak with Horseradish
Cream Foil Pack French
Dip Cast Iron Clambake
Thai Chicken Pizza with
Sweet Chili Sauce
Spicy Grilled Shrimp on
Avocado Toast Planked
Figs with Prosciutto
and Goat Cheese
Dutch Oven Strawberry
Rhubarb Cobbler
Homemade Hot
Chocolate Mix Mimosa
Sangria The Ultimate
Outdoor Cookbook also
provides practical
guidance on how to
build and work with
diﬀerent types of ﬁres.
Whether you are a

seasoned home cook
or a novice of the
ﬂame, these
techniques and recipes
will have you in love
with your new
kitchen—the great
outdoors.
The Blue Bottle Craft of
Coﬀee Ten Speed Press
In this smart, engaging
book, Lee Eisenberg,
best-selling author of
The Number: A
Completely Diﬀerent
Way to Think about the
Rest of Your Life, leads
us on a provocative
and entertaining tour
of America's love/hate
aﬀair with shopping, a
pursuit that, even in
hard times, remains a
true national pastime.
Why do we shop and
buy the way we do? In
a work that will explain
much about the
American character,
Eisenberg chronicles
the dynamics of selling
and buying from
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almost every angle.
Neither a cheerleader
for consumption nor an
anti-consumerist scold,
he explores with
boundless curiosity the
vast machinery aimed
at inducing us to
purchase everything
from hair mousse to a
little black dress. He
leads us, with
understated humor,
into the broad universe
of marketing, retailing,
advertising, and
consumer and
scientiﬁc research--an
arsenal of powerful
forces that combine to
form what he calls "The
Sell Side." Through the
rest of the book,
Eisenberg leads us
through the "Buy Side"
-- a journey directly
into our own hearts
and minds, asking
among other
questions: What are we
really looking for when
we buy? Why are we
12

alternately excited,
guilt-ridden, satisﬁed,
disappointed, and
recklessly impulsive?
What are our biases,
need for status,
impulses to selfexpress, that lead us
individually to buy
what we buy? Are you
a classic buyer (your
head wants to do the
right thing), or a
romantic buyer (your
heart just wants to
have fun)? How do
men and women diﬀer
in their attitudes
towards shopping, and
does the old cliche -"Women shop, men
buy" -- apply any
longer? Of special
interest are the
author's ﬁndings on
the subject of What
Makes a Good Buy? We
all purchase things that
we sooner or later
regret, but what are
the guidelines for
making purchases that
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we'll never regret?
What, for instance,
deﬁnes the perfect
gift? Brimming with wit
and surprise,
Shoptimism will be
delightful and
instructive reading for
anyone with a credit
card and a healthy
curiosity about
American culture,
through good times
and bad. For here, in
one vivid journey, is a
memorable, panoramic
portrait of our
everyday selfdelusions, desires, and
dreams.
The Falcon Guide to
Van Life Da Capo
Lifelong Books
Two young girls, a
world apart, have
desires of their own.
One dreams of having
a sister, while the other
dreams of having a
family. They both
present their requests
to God through prayer.

The answer that God
gives them is a love
that goes beyond the
ordinary to the
extraordinary! Forever,
Jewel is a true story of
love and what God can
do when two little girls
pray.
The World Atlas of
Coﬀee Mesnil Warin
Publishing
The AeroPress can do
much more than you
think! We love the
AeroPress so much, we
wrote this independent
recipe book and guide
to show you exactly
how to use your
AeroPress to prepare
barista-quality coﬀee
and espresso drinks
you can make at
home!This book
combines illustrated
instructions with 101 of
our best, most popular
coﬀee, espresso and
tea recipes, and is
written to be an
independent,
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compatible companion
book useful to anyone
who owns an
AeroPress! LEARN HOW
TO: - Unlock your
Aeropress' potential for
amazing coﬀee drinks Properly set up your
Aeropress - Use the
correct temperature
water for best results Use the best coﬀee
and coﬀee grind for
your taste - Brew hot
and cold - Brew using
the "inverted" brewing
method - Add exotic
ﬂavors to make the
most amazing coﬀee
experiences you've
ever tasted! LEARN
HOW TO AVOID: spilling while plunging unexpected silt or
watery coﬀee - poor
results (Scroll up and
"Look Inside" for a full
table of contents) Do
you own a ﬁne coﬀee
plunger, and are you
interested in making
delicious coﬀees and
14

teas? Then this book is
for you. All of our
recipes and "how to"
tips are designed
speciﬁcally to be
compatible with the
AeroPress, and to help
you get the most out of
this amazing coﬀee
maker. Buy today!
MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE Free
shipping for Prime
members IMPORTANT:
This book is not
endorsed or authorized
by AeroPress.
However, the publisher
stands behind the
content of the book to
be compatible with the
AeroPress.
Coﬀee Nerd WestBow
Press
If you're on a ﬁrstname basis with your
barista but haven't
perfected (or even
attempted) making
caf�-quality coﬀee at
home, let Brew show
you the way. In this
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approachable
guidebook, author and
coﬀee expert Brian W.
Jones demystiﬁes
specialty coﬀee's
complexities, teaches
you how to buy the
best beans and
brewing equipment,
oﬀers in-depth primers
for mastering various
slow-coﬀee techniques
(including pour over,
French press and moka
pot), and supplies you
with dozens of recipes
for invigorating coﬀeebased drinks and
cocktails. Brew isn't a
book for coﬀee
professionals, but
rather an indispensable
and accessible guide
for any specialty-coﬀee
lover who wants to
make better coﬀee at
home.
The Broadsheet
Sydney Cookbook
FriesenPress
One of the country's
most celebrated

roasters explains how
to choose, brew, and
enjoy the new breed of
artisan coﬀees at
home, along with 40
inventive recipes that
incorporate coﬀee or
taste good with a cup.
Blue Bottle Coﬀee
Company has quickly
become one of
America’s most
celebrated roasters.
Famous for its complex
and ﬂavorful coﬀees,
Blue Bottle delights its
devoted patrons with
exquisite pour-overs,
delicious espressi, and
specialized brewing
methods. Yet as coﬀee
production becomes
more sophisticated
with specialized
extraction techniques
and Japanese coﬀee
gadgets, the new
artisan coﬀees can
seem out of reach. The
Blue Bottle Craft of
Coﬀee explains this
new world from farm to
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cup, exploring the
bounty of beans
available and the
intricate steps that go
into sourcing raw
coﬀee from around the
globe. Blue Bottle
founder James
Freeman coaches you
through brewing the
perfect cup of coﬀee,
using methods as
diverse as French
press, nel drip, siphon,
and more to produce
the best ﬂavor. For
coﬀee lovers who want
to roll up their sleeves
and go deeper,
Freeman explains step
by step how to roast
beans at home using
standard kitchen
tools—just like he did
when starting out. The
Blue Bottle Craft of
Coﬀee also introduces
a home technique for
cupping, the industry
method of tasting
coﬀees for quality
control, so you can
16

hone your taste and
share your
meticulously roasted
coﬀee with friends.
Rounding out the book
are more than thirty
inventive recipes from
Blue Bottle pastry chef
and former Miette
bakery owner Caitlin
Freeman that
incorporate coﬀee or
just taste particularly
good with coﬀee, such
as Saﬀron Vanilla
Snickerdoodles, Stout
Coﬀee Cake with
Pecan-Caraway
Streusel, Aﬀogato with
Smoky Almond Ice
Cream, Coﬀee Panna
Cotta, and more. With
more than one
hundred stunning
photographs showing
coﬀee’s journey from
just-harvested cherry
to perfect drink, this
distinctive and deep
guide to the new breed
of amazing coﬀees
from one of the top
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artisan coﬀee makers
will change the way
you think about—and
drink—coﬀee.
The Coﬀee Recipe
Book Rowman &
Littleﬁeld
I've packed this cute
little cookbook with
varieties of ways to
prepare your coﬀee at
home using minimal
equipment. You'll ﬁnd
recipes for your quick
morning coﬀee, and
recipes for a fancy
brunch on your patio.
Many of these recipes
are healthy or ketofriendly, and some of
them are a sweet
indulgence.
A Couple Cooks Pretty Simple
Cooking Ivy Press
This essential
guidebook for anyone
looking to hit the road,
from the weekend
warriors to the full-time
nomads, combines
practical information,

inspirational
photography, and
engaging stories of
travel and adventure. It
helps the reader
transition past the 9-5
to the nomadic
lifestyle, and then
guide them to the best
vistas, hikes, and
adventures in the
country. Get the inside
scoop on building out a
van, from insulation to
plumbing, building a
budget, and staying
safe and well on the
road. Inside you'll ﬁnd
5 Suggested Road Trip
Itineraries complete
with maps, highlights,
and stop information:
Denver, Colorado to
Whiteﬁsh, Montana
Moab, Utah to
Yosemite National
Park, California Seattle,
Washington to San
Francisco, California
Shenandoah National
Park, Virginia to
Charleston, South
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Carolina Millinocket,
Maine to Deep Creek
Lake, Maryland The
van guide to National
Parks: Northeast
Shenandoah National
Park (Virginia)
Southeast Congaree
National Park (South
Carolina) Great Smoky
Mountains National
Park (North Carolina
and Tennessee)
Midwest Badlands
National Park (South
Dakota) Wind Cave
National Park (South
Dakota) West
Yellowstone National
Park (Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming) Yosemite
National Park
(California) Redwoods
State and National Park
(California) Southwest
Canyonlands National
Park (Utah) Grand
Canyon National Park
(Arizona) Zion National
Park (Utah) Black
Canyon of the
Gunnison National Park
18

(Colorado) Northwest
Glacier National Park
Olympic National Park
The Ultimate Outdoor
Cookbook John Wiley &
Sons
The worldwide
bestseller - 1/4 million
copies sold 'Written by
a World Barista
Champion and cofounder of the great
Square Mile roasters in
London, this had a lot
to live up to and it
certainly does. Highly
recommended for
anyone into their
coﬀee and interested
in ﬁnding out more
about how it's grown,
processed and
roasted.' (Amazon
customer) 'Whether
you are an industry
professional, a home
enthusiast or anything
in between, I truly
believe this is a MUST
read.' (Amazon
customer) 'Informative,
well-written and well
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presented. Coﬀee table
and reference book - a
winner' (Amazon
customer) 'Very
impressive. It's
amazing how much
territory is covered
without overwhelming
the reader. The
abundant photos and
images are absolutely
coﬀee-table-worthy,
but this book is so
much more. I think it
would be enjoyable for
an obsessed coﬀee
geek or someone who
just enjoys their java.'
(Amazon customer) For
everyone who wants to
understand more about
coﬀee and its
wonderful nuances and
possibilities, this is the
book to have. Coﬀee
has never been better,
or more interesting,
than it is today. Coﬀee
producers have access
to more varieties and
techniques than ever
before and we, as

consumers, can share
in that expertise to
make sure the coﬀee
we drink is the best we
can ﬁnd. Where coﬀee
comes from, how it
was harvested, the
roasting process and
the water used to
make the brew are just
a few of the factors
that inﬂuence the taste
of what we drink.
Champion barista and
coﬀee expert James
Hoﬀmann examines
these key factors,
looking at varieties of
coﬀee, the inﬂuence of
terroir, how it is
harvested and
processed, the roasting
methods used, through
to the way in which the
beans are brewed.
Country by country from Bolivia to Zambia
- he then identiﬁes key
characteristics and the
methods that
determine the quality
of that country's
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output. Along the way
we learn about
everything from the
development of the
espresso machine, to
why strength guides on
supermarket coﬀee are
really not good news.
This is the ﬁrst book to
chart the coﬀee
production of over 35
countries,
encompassing
knowledge never
previously published
outside the coﬀee
industry.
By Any Beans
Necessary Mitchell
Beazley
Want to know more
about your favorite
coﬀee brew? Are you
ready to elevate your
senses and knowledge
to the next level on all
things coﬀee, buying,
brewing, tasting, and
so much more? Carl, a
self-confessed caﬀeine
addict of some fortyplus years and a
20

teacher of thirty-plus
years, will take you on
a journey of discovery.
Let's delve deep into
understanding
everything relating to
this humble drink, from
the origin of the ﬁrstever coﬀee bean
consumed to the
diﬀerent ﬂavor proﬁles
of Arabica and Robusta
coﬀees, giving you the
know-how to identify
the many various
aromas and subtle
taste diﬀerences, to
exploring and
purchasing diﬀerent
coﬀee roasts, to the
diﬀerent brewing
methods such as;
espresso, drip method,
french press, and many
more, giving you the
know-how to rival the
experts on all things
coﬀee. Buy Coﬀee to
get more enjoyment
from your favorite
brew; whether this
book is for your
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pleasure or a gift for
that special person in
your life, it's a
delightful
enlightenment to all
things coﬀee.
How to Make Coﬀee
Agate Publishing
“Build a better brew by
mastering 10 manual
methods, from French
Press to Chemex, with
this comprehensive
guide.” —Imbibe
Magazine Named a top
food & drink book of
2017 by Food Network,
Wired, Sprudge, and
Booklist This
comprehensive but
accessible handbook is
for the average coﬀee
lover who wants to
make better coﬀee at
home. Unlike other
coﬀee books, this one
focuses exclusively on
coﬀee—not
espresso—and
explores multiple pourover, immersion, and
cold-brew techniques

on 10 diﬀerent devices.
Thanks to a small but
growing number of
dedicated farmers,
importers, roasters,
and baristas, coﬀee
quality is at an all-time
high. But for
nonprofessionals,
achieving café quality
at home can seem out
of reach. With dozens
of equipment options,
conﬂicting information
on how to use that
equipment, and an
industry language that,
at times, doesn’t seem
made for the rest of us,
it can be diﬃcult to
know where to begin.
Craft Coﬀee: A Manual,
written by a coﬀee
enthusiast for coﬀee
enthusiasts, provides
all the information
readers need to
discover what they like
in a cup of specialty
coﬀee—and how to
replicate the perfect
cup day after day.
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From the science of
extraction and brewing
techniques to choosing
equipment and
deciphering coﬀee
bags, Craft Coﬀee
focuses on the
issues—cost, time,
taste, and
accessibility—that
home coﬀee brewers
negotiate and shows
that no matter where
you are in your coﬀee
journey, you can make
a great cup at home.
“Engaging and fun . . . I
really can’t
recommend Craft
Coﬀee: A Manual
enough. If you’re even
mildly curious about
brewing coﬀee at
home, it’s absolutely
worth a read.”
—BuzzFeed
The Power of Diﬀerent
St. Martin's Press
Get a quick start with
your Aeropress Coﬀee
and Espresso Maker
and enjoy the best
22

coﬀee you've ever had!
This book shows you
exactly how to get the
most out of your
Aerobie Aeropress so
you can make delicious
and creative coﬀee and
espresso drinks like a
pro! No other book
contains speciﬁc
instructions and
recipes for your
Aeropress. Combined
with 101 of our best,
most popular recipes,
this book is the perfect
companion for anyone
who owns an
Aeropress! LEARN
HOW TO: - Unlock your
Aeropress' potential for
amazing coﬀee drinks Properly set up your
Aeropress - Use the
correct temperature
water for best results Use the best coﬀee
and coﬀee grind for
your taste - Brew hot
and cold - Brew using
the "inverted" brewing
method - Add exotic
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ﬂavors to make the
most amazing coﬀee
experiences you've
ever tasted! Do you
own an Aeropress
coﬀee plunger? Then
this book is for you. All
of our recipes and
"how to" information
are designed
speciﬁcally for the
Aeropress, and to help
you with your lifestyle
and health goals. Buy
today! MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE Free
shipping for Prime
members
How to Spot the Next
Starbucks, Whole
Foods, Walmart, Or
McDonald's BEFORE Its
Shares Explode Simon
and Schuster
On Saturday, June
27th, 2020, after 105
days of Covid-isolation
alone in my tiny,
single-souled
apartment in Toronto, I
took oﬀ on my old
Raleigh bicycle,

packing nothing but
some bike tools,
camping gear, and a
change of clothes. In
search of some
personal sanity amidst
a global pandemic, I
headed for Vancouver,
by myself, nearly ﬁve
thousand kilometers
away. The day after I
left, however, my
mother died. My
relationship with my
mother had been
complicated. Her
sudden death was
completely unexpected
and left me with many
unsaid words,
unanswered questions,
and unﬁnished
business. Mom, how do
I write our ﬁnal chapter
and ﬁnd peace for us
without your help or
input? I hadn't a clue.
However, with her
ashes in tow (mom
riding VIP up front on
the handlebars),
somehow I was - we
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were - going to have to
ﬁgure it out. And this is
how my solo journey
from Toronto to
Vancouver became a
bicycle ride for two.
But could I, at the age
of forty-ﬁve, after not
having been on a bike
for four years, just get
up and ride thousands
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of kilometres across
the country and then
up the skyscraping
mountain range of the
Canadian Rockies?
Especially after only
three training rides to
prepare? There was
only one way to ﬁnd
out. Ready, Mom? Let’s
go...
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